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УДК fo9.I7.0I

В.А.Вабенко, Н.М.Петров

Исследование Р-мятричного формализма на основе
потенциального описания взаимодействия двух частиц

Рассмотрены математичесние и физические вспекты Р-матричного
подхода в рамках потенциального описания взаимодействия двух
частиц, когда в основе динамики лежит нерелятивистсксе уравне-
ние Шрэдингеря. Лается корректный вывод дисперсионной формулы
для Р-матрицы, предлагаются различные способы ее разложений, с
помощью которых могут быть развиты различнье методы приближен-
ного описания величин, характеризующих взаимодействие двух частиц.

V.A.Babenko, il.U.Petrov •

Studiea of P-flatrlx Formnliatn on the Basis of the

Potential Deaoription of Two-Particle Interaction

A atudy la madeof mathematical and physical aapeotu of the p-mat-

rix approach within tho framev/ork of the potential deocription

of tv/o-partiole interaction when the dynamics ia baaed on the

nonrolativistic nchrodinger aquation. Л dispersion formula for

the P-matrix ic derivod. correctly, different waya of its expan-

sion by means of whioh it ia pooaible to develop different

methods of an approximate description of the quantities charac-

terizing the two-particle interaction are augmented.
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1. The basic feature of the V-matr±x approach П-4| i£i tliat

the configuration space of ths system is dividod into two regions

- the external region in which the free motion of particles takoa

place and the internal ono - the region of strong interaction.

The scattering amplitude, on thi3 assumption, can Ъе directly ox-

pressed through the logarithmic derivative of a wave function on

the interaction region surface, that is, through the P-matrix.

The interaction in the internal region in this сазе ia completely

characterized by the P-matrix parameters and the P-metrix diuper-

sion formula,establishing in general сазе its energy dependence,

makes it possible to describe the observed physical quantities in

a wide energy interval. This approach is based on making the inte-

racting compound system to be comparable to a set of eigen-statee

determined by imposing some boundary conditions on the interac-

tion region surface. These states arc characterized by the energy

eigenlevels and eigenfunctions. In the P-matrix approach the

elgenfunctions of the compound syatem ere usually determined va-

nishing on the boundary surface. Physically this io the wo3t ac-

ceptable boundary condition' from the standpoint of providing

quarks confinement in a bag when the strongly interacting system

is interpreted as a quark compound bag. Then the P-matrix energy

dependence according to the dispersion formula, representing es-

sentially ita polar decomposition, ia completely determined by the

compound system states, namely: the P-matrix poles are energy

eigenvalues and its residues are directly expressed through the

eigenfunctions derivatives on the boundary surface.

2. In the case ot elastio scattering of two spinless partio-

les the radial wave function of relative motion *Ш,А*) in the

atate with definite orbital moment Ъ is given by the solution

of Sohrodinger equation, regular at aero point

and aatiafies the scattering boundary condition at infinity

i
where т!|,|н

 i a
 asymptotic wave function of the continuous



spectrum. Here Щ Vv is the scattering phase and (foflcK/ » ̂ й(. у

are Riooati-Besael and Riccati-Neumann spherical functions with

asymptotios at infinity

Note that we employ the system of units in which the Planck cona-

tant and the doubled reduced mass are equal to unity: j}»2^*= i..

We oonsider the finite ran^o potential of radius R which

divides configuration space into external and internal regions.

We define the P-matrix aa a logarithmic derivative of the wave

function at the interaction region surface (>*=

« Т Ё Е Г .
Considering interaction in tho internal region (p<£V<KJ it pro-

ves to be convenient to introduce tho 3chrodinyor equation solu-

tions defined by boundary condition;) at tho end3 of £0,RJ seg-

ment v/hile the physical solution ia defined by conditions at zero

point and at infinity. In accordance with this observation we

introduce the solution jC-^fy') of equation (1) satisfying at

the enda of [OjRj sacinent the inhomoceneous boundary conditions

of simple form:

The non-trivial solution of the equation (1) complying with the

boundary conditions (6) exists at any enerey in virtue of hetero-

geneity of these conditions. The solution jfyfc \У) in thia case

is expressed in an obvious way through the physical solution aooor-

ding to the formula

_- t. <k. (Y\
(7)

and, thue, the P-matrix coincides directly with the derivative of

funotion %kO"J
 a t t h e

 boundary surface:

(8)
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Kote that the function %fb [У") is real in virtue of reality of

the equation (1) and the boundary conditions (6), hence, the P-

matrix is real too.

Wo introduce in the internal region a complete set of ortho-

normalized eigenfunctions M^O*} which are the solutions of the

Schrodinger equation (1) and satisfy at the ends of j_OjRj seg-

ment the homogeneous boundary conditions

The non-trivial solutions satisfying the conditions (9) exist on-

ly at definite eigenvalues of energy Egf) which are determined by

solving the Sturm-Liouville problem (1),(9). The orthonormalina-

tion conditions are believed to be written as:

R

J
о

Let us decompose the function J^jj CTy in the internal re»

gion into the series over the real eigenfunctions Ufa (pj t

where the expansion coefficients according to (10) are determined

by the formula .

Using the known Green formula

for two solutions of the equation (1) corresponding to the dif-

ferent energies k, and Kj wa
%
 can find the following expres-

sion for the coefficients Сц

(14)

Then the funotion JC^(|*J expansion takes the form:



(15)

The essential shortcoming of the expansion (15) is that the

aeries in this G-xrpanaion is not uniformly convcreent near tho

surface V*=R . The latter follows from the fact that the func-

tion T^kO")
 d o e s n o

*
 а а

*
1 л : Е

У
 t h e

 boundary condition (9) at tho

point V=.R . l'*or this reason tho aeries (15) cannot be ternnvioe

differentiated with rospect to V at H = R , and oo we can't

obtain the dispersion formula for the P-matrix according to (0)

directly from the expansion (15). There is opportunity, however,

to rearrange tho Initial expansion (15) so that it will be posaib-

le to obtain аз a result the uniformly convergent uerie3. For

this purpose we separate the part Jtypfj"} in the function T

corresponding to zero energy:

The rest part JN^ \C) satisfies tho inhomogeneous Schrodinger

equation

к

and the expansion ia roadily seen to take place for it

Obviously, the function "fnov) satisfies the зато boundary oon-

ditiona aa the function "Xev(jr) » therefore, the funotion ХцуГ)

satisfies the same homogeneous boundary conditions aa the eigen-

tunctions M ( ^ H W •
 v
'

i t h r
espect to which the expansion is car-

ried out:

Thus, the essence of transformation (16) liG3 in transferring

the-heterogeneity from boundary conditions to the equation. So,-

for the reason given above, the series (18) is already uniformly

convergent and it can ba termv/ise differentiated, where from

using (8), (16) and expansion (18) we obtain the following dis-

persion formula for the P-niatrix



where

Po'rmulo (20) hao a constant ^(o) , that io, the P-watrix at

zero energy, whose separation hao onaurod, Jn еазопсе, the con-

vergenoe of the residual aerioa. It is obviouu that by analogy

we can carry out separation of any other constant ^А(ЕО/ , that

is the P-matrix at come fixed energy E« , and then the Uioper-

э±оп formula for the P-matrix takea tho form [VJ:

It is possible to show that the eigenvalues of enerey щ

values Xj. are proportional to У) аз ln-«»«^ , therefore,

neral terra of functional soriea in formula (20) (в.1зо аи in for-

mula (22)) asymptotically behaves as i/ц
1
" when Vi-^Otf , that defi-

nes the oonvergence rate of the t;iven зез.-ioa.

The above separation process can be continued by using tho

function î lcC*
1
) Taylor expansion with rospoct to the powers of

energy E. . Writing, e.g., the function 7^0")
 i n

 **
le
 2°™

(23)

we .obtain,, by analogy with the previous, the .following P-matrix

expansion:

where Щ \Pj io P-matrix derivative with respect to energy. The

functional series in formula (24) already oonvorgea аз the series

with general term ifyfi , i.o., its convergence is better than

that of the ooriee from formula (20).

Let цз decompose the funotiou jfyfc [У
1
) into Taylor series

of general form with reopect to the powers of onergys

%



Hare %gfl [У") га Vne function TcklTJ derivative oi the order

of V with reopaot to energy E atE = 0 point and

the residual term of Taylor formula. The function

expansion follows directly from formula (15):

л! Г \
Then t'.ie residual ten:i ^IcvJ is presented in the form of the

series

which i s uniformly convert3ent at L?»^J sefimeni at any positive
integer \ and permits tern'.v/ise differentiation. Prom here we
obtain the P-rr.atrix dispersion formula of general form [_5j

The analogous formula comeо out in the case of separation of b

length segment of the function f̂ ftO Taylor expansion with

centre at an arbitrary point E = I

The functional aerios in formula (29) converges as the series

with, yenerul term
 /
f/̂

a
-0

>
'
1
"
4
) . Thus, successive separation in the

P-Matrix diapersion formula of Taylor polynomials of more.and mo-

re high order accelerates oonvorgenoe of the reaidual functional

aer.i.eo oorraepondina to tho P-matrix polar expansion. It ia con-

venient to use the (29)-typo representation for tho l'-matrix ap-

proximation of scattering phaae due to the rapid convergence of

the ocries in (29). However, it ahould bo noted that with increa-

aintf tho order of separated polynomial there incroaaon the number

of additional pnrametoro necesoary for the P-matrix energy depon-

donoo clrvjor'ipfciorj.
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3. The fir3t JO-J-I tarns in re presentation (20) are analo-

gous to the corresponding torua of the known effective radiua

theory expansion:

where the function \\„ (Ej = k cfcflf̂j(!•}•*•" decomposed into Taylor

series with respect to the powers of energy к . Tho^effective

radiua theory parameters Mjjl^j... exactly correspond to
1
 the coef-

ficients ifcWj fe, ip) у •• - . But difference from the effective ra-

dius theory obviously consists in the pi'eaence of art infinite num-

ber of pole terms corresponding to energy eigenlevela Е^ц .

Thus, approximation such as (2Q) (with finite number of terms)

is convenient both at lev: energies - in the region where the ef-

fective radius theory works well ur.il Pt higher energies where ta-

king into account polo ten.is bocoir.os essential. The 'inipole p-mat-

rix approximation is good for the description of scattering phase

in wide energy interval Гб—3J- In this cr.sa talcing into account

one pole in combination with the' lei~ linear in energy permits to

describe experimental JJI<-3catterin~ рпеяез in tho region of ener«

gie3 1^^ \_ SeV \p>\-

To establish specii'ic connection between the effective radius

theory parameters and the P-n:atrix parameters we note that the

wave function in the. external region coincides with the asympto-

tic wave function YgJcVyi) • Using the sewing conditions at Y-R

point and definition (5) we obtain the scattering phase expres-

sion through the P-matrix

(31)

Substituting it in formula (30) and using the known expansions of

functions JL(x) and Wj(^J at X~*"0 [sj we obtain the follov/ing
expressions for scattering length and effective radius

(32)

(33)

where fy and 4^ are the dimensionless parameters
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^ ( J
 cn<

* ^ g i ^
 a r o

 acntterinc length and effective ra-

diuo ooiToapondin/3 to aoattnrin^ by hard core of rndiua R

(35)

4. Diopornion fonnuln (20), пз wall no the next onoo, dotormi-

no the P-matrix energy dependence in general form. Values E^j,

and J.ĵ  are detcruinrul by physical nropertien of the ayaten in

the internal region and ure independent of energy В . The .P-matrix

ia completely determined by tho corr.pourid ayater.i states which are

characterized by enar/;y eigenvalues £g,ft and value a Ogvi > pro-

portional to oiftonfunctiona derivatives at boundary ourfaoe. The

function fg,(E/ in oonplex ener;;y piano ia analytic one with

3imple pclea Е^
и
 lyin£ at reel axis and the residues at̂  these po-

lea, equal to Хвл% , are alco I'oal and positive:

Tbo function U (EJ ia veal on the roal axia and only on tho let-

ter, so that ^ ( Е * ) — ^ Й ( Ю • "
llG a o t o f t l l e

 ^-matrix poles

ДЕД1Т is denumerable and it Lrj posaiblo to show that

£.-==• (/(to1) • Thus there ia only the finite number of poleo

in any finite part of the piano and, hence, the function f? (EJ

ia meromox'phic at the ivhole couplex plane of onerjy, and tho dia-

peraion formula is, in еззопсе, its expansion into tho partial

fraotiona П о J. This expansion uniformly converge at every boun-

ded region with the poleo of tho function f^\p) pricked out from

the latter.

Differentiating formula (20) we immediately obtain the ex-

pansion for the P-matrii derivative with reapect to energy

•T. _ > _ ««и * n (37)

whioh shows that the P-matrix ia deoraauing function of energy on

the real axis. Beaidea the set of simple poles the P-matrlx alao

has the infinite denumerable aet of sir.plo zeros ^
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which arc ulao dinpoueC. on tbo rnul uxi.o and aro the poleo of the

well-known П-matrix <flg,(&) = j? \Bj , that in reciprocal one

to the P-matrix. The known ..:..iior-̂ io-enbud dlaperaion formula for
tlio R-matrix taken place TTi,1.'J:

ZV
Hero the eigenvalue* of energy Ъул

 antl
 reduced widths (д̂ И

alao charnntorizf? tiiu compound г̂ -зикп propcrtieo in the internal

region but they are dotorwined by oolvin^ the ei^onvalues problem

with boundary conditiono that differ frou the (9) опез. Sinoe

the function Г̂  (Ej ia otvictly dooroaoina the pole, i.e. the

disoontj.nuity point, i£j nocosaarily disposed between two Ita auo-
coaaive zeros nnd, thus, the ?-;:satrix гигоз and poles alternate
or; tbo real axis:

Dividing t!ie for:-:nln (13) by the product fa'jj. (RJtlflj^(ft)

V/Q imitiediatoly obtain '-ho. follov/inc repreoentation for difference

of tho r-matrix valuoj ot two difforont values of

g to tho limit E^—«—Ej—E in thio formula we obtain in-

ec repreaentotion for the ?-»mtrix dorivative vdth respect to

energy througTrtho solution 7т0,|с0*7

R

Formula (41) оз v/ell ao (37) ahowa that the P-matrlx derivative

ia negative on the whole real oxia. Let E4=*£»=!£ in formula
(40), then it follov/a that

W^ <«

The relation (42) shows that the function Щ (£>J imaginary
part is negative in an upper half-plane of energy and positive ia
a lower one. . . .

The funotion l£ \*) factorization into the Infinite produot
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is also of interest. To obtain this factorization we consider

the properties of the P-matrix logarithmic derivative v/ith reapect

to energy lfl(Ej/f?(E) - On the bauis of formulae (37) and (20)

we can easily uoo that the function fftv^J/RifEj
 n a a

 simple

poles, wherein the residues are equal to 1, at the points "с̂ ц

coinciding with zero a of denominator Jg(E-J and it also hao simp-

le poles, wherein the reaiduon arc equal to -1, ut the points Egj(

coinciding with poles of numerator R (£) . Hence it followo
v v a'fr\ tr-\/ \

that polar expansion for the function I&V //rgU^J occurs

(43)

Integrating oxpruuaion (43) from о to ii vie obtain the I'-ractrix

representation in t!:e form of the infinite product

The expression (44) can alao bo иной for the approximation of the

P-matrix and, besides, the product in thia formula converges as

a series v/ith conoral torn 't/jr)'
1
 , i.e., ito ООПУОГДОПСО is bet-

ter than that of the oerioa in dirjper:iion formula (20). Note that

the P-matrix energy tiependonce can bo defined not only by civi^o

a set of ita polon and residues at then, but aloo, according to

(44)i by giving a set of ita zoroa und polos.

We also note that the P-uatrix autiwfies the nonlinear dif-

ferential Riccati equation with respect to parameter П

under the initial condition

(46)

IR=0

This P-matrix property can be easily obtainod directly from ita

definition (5) and Sohrodin^cr equation (1). .Jubstitutin^ expan-

sion (20) into (45) we obtain expressions for the energy eigenva-

lues and residues derivatives with respect to parameter R :

(47)



where the prime in sum of formula (48) noano that addend with

{flssVi io omitted. The negative sl;;n of the derivative (47) meana

.that the energy eigenlevels shift dovm the rodiun of potential

cut increases, thai; could bo expected from phyrsical reaoono.

5. The boundary condition (9)» requiring tho eigenfunc-

tions to vanish at the interaction region surface, is tho most

acceptable one from the standpoint of ensuring quarks confinement

in a bag if the aystem under consideration represents in the in-

ternal region the quark compound ba,~. Nevertheless, this condi-

tion is imposed rather artificially, яо it is of interest to exa-

mine the boundary condition of more general form ji2,13i!

4
 U9)

where йя is an arbitrary real constant independent of И . Ac-

cording to Green formule (13) the orthonormalization condition

(10) is alao valid under this boundary condition. Expanding the

v/ave function in the internal region into the series over the

eicenfunctions Щ^ \у) and employing Green formula and condition

(49) we obtain that the given expansion has the form:

(50)

Wow, introducing notation

and the following definition of function 7 w [У") ••

(52)

we obtain for this funotion the expansion completely analogous

to expansion (15). Defining further the P-matrix by the relation

(53)

wo obtain for i t the dispersion formula, -\nalogou3 to formula (20)i
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'"' (54)

Prom the definitions (53) and (51) it follov/э thnt the P-

matrix in the case of arbitrary boundary condition |g (El ia

oonnected with the ordinary P-natrix (5) by the relation

(55)

whenoe the energy eicenvaluon ELj, are the solutions of the

equation

Differentiating the expression (55) with respect to energy wo get

easily convinced that expression В jfL does not depend on the

ohoice of boundary condition:

> (57)

where the prime denotes dorivativo with reapect to E , Employing

the expansion (54) and unalogoua ono (37) for the P-matrix deri-

vative with respect to епегзу wo can eaaily obtain the expression

for the residues

9

where the limit passage Е-**Щ5, in carried out. Then, employing

(57) and (56) we obtain

Prom the relations (55),(56),(59) one can aee that having known

the P-matrix approach parameters at zero boundary condition para-

meter в^О it ia poaoible to obtain the analogous values in

the caoo of an arbitrary boundary condition.

Differentiating tho relation (55) with respect to % one

can easily see that the P-matrix dependence on the boundary con-

dition parameter may be expressed in tho form of differential

equation ,
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The analogous relations describinc the values Едо, \fiJ and

dependence on % can be obtained by differentiating the rela-

tion (56) with reapect to • and by substituting the P-matrix

polar expansion into (60) with the next paaaage to the limit

£—*- f~g, . As a result wo obtain

(62)

Prom formula (61) it follows that the energy eigenlevels

are the increasing functions of the boundary condition parameter

v and in virtue of the fact that the P-matrix spectrum
Те 7«* -Те 7

turns into the R-matrix one 1*#|Т. at %-^O0 , taking into

account also conditions of alternation of those two spectra (39)»

we have

i^^Z чм • ( 6 3 )

It can be shown that the values 0#ц(]&) at %Ф0 do not increase

with increase in V? , but tend to a constant, whenoe it ia possib-

le to write in this сазе the P-matrix representation in the form

of polar expansion without any additional separated constants:

The aeries (64) converges as the one with general term 4/jj* •

6. To establish the relation between the S-matrix and the

P-matrix we note that the wave function in the external region

o a n b e v a > i t t e n a s

where Пш №) are Riccati-Hankel apherioal functions, being, in

essence, the out and ingoing waves:
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Employing the sowing conditions at V = R point and definition

(5) wo obtain for the S-trscitrix the following expression

> (67)

where

(60)

is the 5-matrix corresponding to scattering by hard core of ra-

dius R and fj (Ic) are losarithmic derivatives of out- and

ingoing waves at the boundary surfaco:

v\
(69)

The function YB. (k) real and imaginary parts are usually deno-

A()ted through A#(kj a n d л̂СЮ » a n <* s i n c s i * i 3 obvious that
л " * - - - * ' v ; e c a n vnrito:

where the functions Ae(fcj and S^\k) have the form:

'
 c ? 2 )

Proceadins from the formulae (6?) and (70) it ia easy to obtain

tha expression for the scattering; phase

where Зь(к/ I
s
 ooattering phaae by hard core of radiuo R :

The oonnootion of the U-matrix and acatterin^ phaao vdtli

the P-mntrix in tho case of. the boundary condition of co»G*"al

form i.a ontxlogoun to (67) and (73), whore, hovravor, it 1з пооол-

aary to 1л1г'ойиое more ;-ояага1 definition of all functions depen-
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ding now on parameter О , пл:ле1у:

where

and analogous definitions of the funetiono entering into the

expression for the phase.

The expressions (67) and (73) for the observed values show

the esoential shortcoming of the traditional Г-natrix approach

Ьазей on employing the dispersion forrmlc (20) or analogous ones

of typo (28) for approximation of t'm P-raatrix, namely: if we

confine ourselves by finite number of terras in these formulae,

then the observed values will, accordingly, have incorrect asym-

ptotica at high energies. Thu3, the scattering phase (73) in the

сазе of the P-matrix being approximated by finite number of pole

terms on the bo3is of the dispersion formula will tend to the

hard core phase shift %e(kj at high energies, i.e., in essence,

will tend to infinity:

But in reality the scattering phase must tend to zero at high

energies, at least, for regular potentials. The incorrect asymp-

totic behaviour of phase may be excluded by separating the free

background part in the P-matrix Fi4,15j. This corresponds to the

method ot the function %р\Л)г\ expansion rearrangement different

from that considered above.

Let ua consider the P-matrix physical interpretation by ana-

logy with the S-matrix. For this purpose vie introduce two linear-

ly independent solutions of Sohrodinger equation of the standing

wave type. We define theae solutions Abfr) , 5LL(T)
 Ъ

У gi-

ving simple boundary oonditions at the interaction region surface:
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.л (80)

In the external region those two solutions at £ — 0 are exactly

standing waves:

Kt> J I > " K , (81)

(82)

It is clear that the solution Pffb {?) > satisfying at the boun-

dary surface the conditions

(83)

is expressed through the standing wave type solutions in the form

of the following linear combination:

(84)

Thus, while the S-matrix, according to (65), ia the coefficient

at outgoing wave in the linear combination of ingoing and out-

going wavoa giving the wave function, the P-matrix is the ooeffi-

oinet at one of the standing waves in the corresponding linear

combination.

7. In conclusion we shall formulate the main results of the

paper and inferences.

In the paper on the basis of the potential description of

interaction betv/een particles the correct deduction of the P-mat-

rix dispersion formula ia given and aome waya of the P-matrix

expansions permitting to develop different approximate methods

of the two-particle characteristics description are offered.

The connection between the P-raatrix parameters and the offeo-

tive radiua theory parameters is established.

The main properties of the P-matrix as a function of energy

and boundary condition radius are otudied.

Generalization of the P-matrix approaoh for the case of the

eigenfunotlone satisfying the boundary oondition of general form

at the interaction region surface is developed.

Connection of the P-matrix with the S-matrix and ooattorinc

phaoe i n '• itubliohed and the P-matrix phyoioel interpretation., by
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